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Left to right— Eileen O’Connor (Capital Airlines), Barbara 
Hubbard, and Kathleen Carney
Florida Vacation Raffle 
Spurs Carnival Night
This year's Carnival Night goal: 
$2500!
The fifth annual Carnival Night, 
organized by the students to bene­
f i t  the building fund, will be held 
Friday evening.
‘ The highlight of the event will 
be the raffling of a two-week vaca­
tion in Florida. This trip for two 
people includes a round trip flight 
on Capital Airlines and a stay at 
Jack Valentine’s Royal Flamingo 
Villas in Boca Raton, Fla. The raf­
fle tickets are being sold by each 
class in competition for a $25prize. 
The girl selling the winning ticket 
will also receive a “Mystery” sur­
prize. A special booth, stewardess 
and all, will be set up at the carni­
val for last-minute returns and pur­
chases.
The evening will begin with a 
fish fry sponsored by the junior 
class, to be held in the Cafeteria
 ̂Ascent Receives 
First Class Rating
THE ASCENT received a F irst 
Class, second only to All American, 
rating from the Associated Colle­
giate Press for its publications of 
last semester.
Joseph W. McQuaid, copy desk 
editor on the Minneapolis Tribune, 
and former re-write man on the 
Boston American termed THE AS­
CENT “ a well-balanced, readable 
and attractive newspaper, reflect­
ing good planning and hard work on 
the part of the staff.”
^Team Prepares 
For Game Nov. 6
Mr. John O'Leary is coaching 
the Rosary Hill basketball team 
which meets D'Youville College Nov. 
6 in St. Joseph’s Collegiate Insti­
tute.
Pamela Ryan '62, general chair­
man, is being assisted by rally 
chairman Bonny Mayer ’61; head 
cheerleader Pat Heffernan '62, and 
publicity chairman Jeanne Senecal 
’62. Proceeds will benefit the Com­
munity Chest.
NEW BOARD MEETS
The SGA Judiciary Board met for 
the first time on October 21. Its 
purpose is to enforce a stricter 
warning system and to acquaint the 
student body with current policies 
and penalties.
One hundred academically-at­
tired Rosary Hill students will 
participate in the annual Pag­
eant of Prayer at Civic Sta- 
i dium Oct. 28.
from 5:30 to 7:30. Tickets are 
priced at $1 for adults and 75<£ 
for children. Following the dinner, 
bingo will be played until 7:30 at 
which time the carnival booths will 
open for business.
A Western theme will dominate 
the booths - the traditional and 
several new ones, boasting of names 
such as the “Golden Horseshoe” and 
the “Silver Slipper.”
The Carnival Night committee, 
headed by Barbara Hubbard '60 and 
her co-chairman Kathleen Carney 
’61, includes Barbara Kessler ’60, 
decorations; Jean Foley ’61 and 
Diana Rochford '61, publicity; Jeanne 
Senecal '62 and Dolores Ucci '62, 
tickets; Bonnie Mayer ’61 and Carol 
Condon ’62, raffle; Kathleen Koess- 
ler ’62, Claire Deegan '60, Miche- 




The present Alma Mater will be 
replaced Nov. 18. Administration, 
faculty and students will gather 
that evening for a sing at which 
each class will present an original 
song for consideration.
The administration and faculty 
will then choose the most appro­
priate. Renditions of favorite songs 
will round out the program. LucyL. 
Curley '61 is general chairman.
ENROLLMENT 
NUMBERS 538
Statistics show that Rosary Hill 
College is growing numerically as 
well as structurally. A total of 538 
students are making use of the addi­
tional space provided by Duns Scotus 
Hall.
The junior class, which is the 
smallest on campus, has 88 mem­
bers, while the seniors boast of 90. 
The sophomore class, numbering 
134, is outranked by the freshmen 
who are 190 strong.
In addition, there are 14 part- 
time students and 22religious.Res­
ident students total 81.
Including those studying at the 
institutional branch at Stella Niagara 
total enrollment is 654.________ •
Med-Tech Lectures 
Held in Duns Scotus
Students from fifteen colleges 
assemble at Rosary Hill each Mon­
day to attend lectures given by mem­
bers of the four schools of medical 
technology in Buffalo. Class-room 
facilities for the thirty students 
were offered by Sr. Georgia upon 
completion of Duns Scotus Hall.
The lectures are given through-
Russian Underground Leader to 
Speak on Soviet Political Thought
A Russian underground leader 
who has been combating communism 
for eighteen years will present his 
beliefs regarding Russian political 
thought at the assembly on Novem­
ber 13. Constantine Boldyreff is 
Professor of Psychological Warfare 
at Georgetown University in Wash­
ington, D.C., at the School of For­
eign Service.
Mr. Boldyreff witnessed and ex­
perienced the atrocities committed 
against the Russian people following 
the Bolshevik coup in 1917. He joined 
the newly-formed NTS (Nacialno- 
Troudovoy Souz), an underground 
system that has kept Russia's strug­
gle for freedom alive. Due to sus­
picions arising from these activi­
ties, Mr. Boldyreff was arrested in 
1941 by the Nazis as an alleged 
British spy. He escaped and return­
ed to Russia through NTS assistance. 
When the Gestapo discovered the 
identities of most of NTS’s executive 
members, Mr. Boldyreff fled to 
Austria. In Austria he organized a 
Russian labor group and found aid 
for NTS members among Russian 
refugees. When in 1944 the Nazis 
detected and imprisoned this group, 
Mr, Boldyreff organized escapes. 
In 1945 Mr. Boldyreff was again 
placed in a concentration camp but 
was able to free himself.
M r. Boldyreff and his group aided 
the United States Military Govern­
ment when American occupation be­
gan. He was placed in charge of
40,000 DPs, organized an evacua­
tion to the American zone, and fought 
against forcible Russian repatria­
tion, Through American interven­
tion, Mr. Boldyreff was protected 
from Russian extradition and Ger­
man imprisonment.
As a member of the intergovern­
mental Committee on Refugees, Mr. 
Boldyreff has organized two suc­
cessful economic programs for the 
benefit of displaced persons in Mor­
occo. In 1946 he had received per­
mission from the French Govern­
ment to resettle members of his 
camps in Casablanca.
Mr. Leroy Smith Stresses 
Teamwork Creativity
Mr. Leroy Smith, editorial writer for the Buffalo Evening News and 
journalism instructor at Rosary Hill, addressed the “Ascent” staff at 
the first meeting in its new office, the former Alverno art studio, on 
Sept. 25, at 4 PM.
The studio provides office space for the “ Summit” as well as the 
“Ascent” .
The meeting attracted approximately 30 staff members and pros­
pective reporters, each class being represented by several members.
In his remarks on the topic “The Role of the College Journalist” , 
Mr. Smith compared his role to that of a football coach, stressing the 
importance of teamwork in all phases of newspaper activity. He point­
ed out our opportunities to reflect what is unique about Rosary Hill, 
adding that we should be ever conscious of the emphasis on personal 
integrity and a life of rectitude.
We should not be content, however, to concern ourselves merely with 
campus events, Mr. Smith opened, but should “ go beyond the bounds of 
classrooms” in order to stimulate thought among “ Ascent” readers. 
Mr. Smith then suggested a number of techniques needed for newspaper 
improvement, pointing out both desirable and undesirable features of 
former “ Ascent” articles.
Assignments were distributed after Mr. Smith’s remarks, and the 
meeting ended with the serving of refreshments.
“Glass Menagerie” Plays in Daemen Little Theater
Tennessee Williams’ “Glass Menagerie” will be produced by the 
Rosary Hill Players Nov. 18-22.
Daemen Little Theater will be used for the first time. Previously 
plays took place in Sacred Heart Auditorium.
Cast members include Adele Hamam ’61, Amanda; Mary Jane Zylinski 
'63, Laura; William Riley, Tom; and Herbert Sweeney, Jim.
Curtain time at 8:30 P.M.
1960 Plans Formed by Summit
Tempora mutantur, 
nos et mutamur in illis.
Western Night 
Theme Set Nov. 14
Square dancing will be the fea­
ture attraction at the mixer spon­
sored by the resident students on 
Nov. 14 from 8-12 P.M.
General chairman Lena Mastro- 
ianni '63 announced that decoration, 
characteristic of the old west will 
present a suitable background for 
the country-style dances.
Collegians from Canisius, Nia­
gara and St. Bona venture have been 
invited. Refreshments will be se r­
ved.
The mixer, which will be held in 
the social room of Marian Library, 
is open to all Rosary Hill students.
Janice Wutz Appointed
Student - Faculty meetings are 
held to permit an exchange of views 
among representatives of the Ad­
ministration, Faculty and Student 
Body. The meetings are attended by 
administration and faculty mem­
bers, class moderators, SGA presi­
dent and a student representative. 
Janice Wutz '62 was elected to this 
position by the Student Council.
out the day, and on Monday only, 
in order to facilitate transportation 
arrangements for the students who 
attend.
Plans for the first quarter in­
clude a series of nine lectures on 
topics pertaining to Biochemistry, 
Bacteriology, Hematology, Serology 
and Blood Bank, and Clinical Path­
ology.
A schedule for the remainder of 
the year is now being prepared.
The SUMMIT staff is executing 
yearbook activities after a summer 
program of planning.
For the first time photograph­
taking is being formally scheduled. 
Underclassmen were photographed 
Oct. 12.
The seniors have arranged to be 
photographed by the Vadner Studios 
Nov. 11, 12, 13.
Staff members, who are formula­
ting plans for a patron drive next
month, include Gertrude Mamrod 
'60, editor in chief; Judith Walker 
'60, literary editor with Mary Lou 
Mulhern '60 and Kathleen P. Mc­
Carthy ’60; Michalene Olkowska’60, 
art editor, with Barbara Kessler 
'60; Barbara Czwojdak '60, lay out 
editor with Pat Stanton '60; Mary 
Crysler '60, photography editor and 
Jacqeline Schmidt ’60, business 
manager. Sister Aloysius acts as 
faculty advisor.
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Michalene Wypych, Bonny Mayer, Phyllis Romano, Maureen Connelly, 
J. Patrician McCann, Barbara Hubbard, Mary Croak, Sophia Battha, 
Diana Rochford, Rose Marie Ostrowski, Barbara Pietroszek, Barbara 
Ziolo, Carol Condon, Patricia Heffernan, Brenda Kowalewski, Patricia 
Mooney, Janet Lukasik, Marian Kasprzak, Judy Danahy, Connie Polizzi, 
Joan Becker, Marjorie Hartke, Aileen Sucharabowski, Betty Marki, 
Helen O’Donnell, Marian Bunce, Linda D’Agostina.
TRADITION MUST REMAIN 
VITAL TO BE VALUABLE
College traditions. What do they signify? What determines their 
worth?
College traditions are as varied ’and as numerous as are colleges 
themselves. The colleges represent something very concrete in their 
religious, scholastic, and social activities. Tradition, on the other 
hand, is often conceived in the abstract, without a comprehension of 
its origin or its significance. Students who lack this knowledge lack an 
appreciation of its worth. When these traditions, which represent the 
very unity and uniqueness of the college itself, are considered with in­
difference by the students, they become stagnant and worthless. T ra­
dition is valuable only as long as it is vital.
Unity, which is the major result of a vital set of traditions, has be­
longed to Rosary Hill by necessity. The collective problems of a re la ­
tively small number of students placed in a minimum of space ren­
dered such a spirit almost inevitable. The spirit of active co-opera­
tion which this environment fostered can grow with our new growth 
and development, or it can be replaced by the popular trend of passiv­
ity. If we wish to maintain the former, we have at our disposal such 
traditional practices as Cap and Gown Ceremony, Moving-Up Day’s 
Rose Ceremony, and Field Day’s activities, which emphasize the friend­
ly relationship between faculty and student.
This is the student’s challenge. Rosary Hill will be able to say truly 
that she has achieved maturity when the students become aware of the 
traditions, value their worth, and actively insure their endurance.
V.H.
WILL PAPAL MEETING ABOLISH“ INDEX”?
“Too great a number of laws is bad for the state. Only that should 
be demanded of which one can reasonably hope that it will be carried 
out.’’
Thus spoke the Patriarch in Venice many years ago.
Today he is Pope John XXIII.
Europe is astir anticipating the coming Ecumenical Council and, as 
Canon Law is decidedly a prime concern of Pius XII’s energetic suc­
cessor, it is strongly suspected that the gathering will deal with its 
reformation.
The “ Index” is included within this law.
For hundreds of years learned churchmen have begged its reform. 
Peter Canisius expressed his desire for revision as long ago as the 
Council of Trent. The Vatican Council, 300 years later, failed to pro­
duce a change. Through the centuries French and German bishops 
have decried defects of the “ Index” , but to no avail.
Presently it is thought in some circles that the “ Index”  should be 
abolished since the activities demanded of it, in order to be fair, con­
clusive and within reason, are beyond possibility, and too often its laws 
simply cannot be enforced.
Close by its weapon hovers the regal hand. Will the Patriarch-be- 
come-Pope unscabbard his once-uttered feelings and finally cut through 
the Gordian knots that have been gathering through the centuries?
K.J.B.
CRITICISM, TO BE BENEFICIAL, 
MUST BE THOUGHTFUL
Man’s dissatisfaction with his environment and the mode of life of his 
society has been perhaps the major factor in the advance of civilization. 
Dissatisfaction is expressed in criticism, and constructive criticism  can­
not but stimulate thought in those who become aware of it. This in turn 
has aided creative thinkers in every society to direct man’s efforts in 
such a way that we are now enabled to acquire spiritual, intellectual and 
material wealth to an extent undreamed of by primitive civilizations.
It is obvious that criticism is needed on the campus, just as it is ex­
pected and desired in art, industry and politics. Many of us now recognize 
that we can no longer carelessly accept ideas and prejudices which were 
previously satisfactory. We realize that life is more complex than we had 
supposed, that ideas and individuals must be studied to be understood. 
This is admittedly a mentally arduous task, but absolutely necessary before 
adverse criticism can be meaningful.
Perhaps it is a reaction against our childishly thoughtless acceptance 
of ideas presented to us by sometimes narrowminded elders that has led 
many on campus to express their perennial discontent. Combined with this 
is, no doubt, a strong idealism. We have learned what man can achieve, 
and we expect that his achievements will somehow be preserved from the 
corruption of human frailty. We have begun to understand the necessity 
of order in acquiring knowledge, and we rashly assume that life must al­
ways reflect perfect order. The cynical comments of some outside the
Size of Faculty Increases 
To Meet Growing Demand
Several new members have been added to the faculty this year.
Father Edward T. Fisher, who recently hails from Notre Dame High 
School in Batavia, serves as full-time chaplain on campus and also teach­
es courses in dogmatic and moral theology.
Rupert J. Ederer, Ph.D., formerly an associate professor at Canisius 
College, is giving instruction in economics. A graduate of St. Bona venture 
Univeristy, he received his Master’s and Doctor's degrees from St. Louis 
University. Dr. Ederer has also taught at St. Louis, Bonaventure and Quincy 
College in Illinois. He is a research consultant to the Switchmen’s Union 
of North America.
Mr. J. Edward Cuddy, instructor in history, received his MA degree 
from the Catholic University of America. He teaches American History, 
seminar, History of New York State and junior reading list, and also finds 
time to play the piano. .
Mrs. Jack Curtis, sociology in­
structor, was a social worker prior 
to her appointment to Rosary Hill. 
She earned her B. S. degree from 
Marian College in Indianapolis, In­
diana, and her Masters’ in Social 
Work from St. Louis University. 
Mrs. Curtis' psychiatric social work 
has included experience at the Child 
.Care Center; Catholic Charities in 
Missouri; Child Guidance Clinic in, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Depart­
ment of Public Welfare and Catholic 
Social Service in California, and St. 
Louis County Child Guidance Clinic. 
She is married to Dr. Jack Curtis, 
Chairman of the Sociology Depart­
ment at Canisius College.
Mrs. James R. McGinnis, busi­
ness teacher, received her B. S. in 
Business Administration from D' 
Youville College. She teaches Busi­
ness Organization and Shorthand. 
Mrs. McGinnis has been instructing 
for six years at Forestville Central 
School located near Dunkirk and 
Silver Creek, and Pine Valley Cen­
tral School.
Mr. George A. Simmermacher, 
instructor of math and physics, 
earned his B. A. degree from Can­
isius College. He completed grad­
uate work in science at Norwich 
University in Vermont and Michi­
gan State. He taught engineering 
physics at the latter two univer­
sities as well as at Champlain 
College for twelve years. Prior to 
his college instructing, Mr. Sim­
mermacher taught chemistry, phy­
sics, and math at Canisius High 
School and Aquinas High School in 
Rochester. At Rosary Hill, he teach­
es calcus, physics, and three math 
courses. A resident of Kenmore, 




What do you think of the “new” 
RHC?
MARY BETH MICHELS '61 —  
I liked the idea of moving from build­
ing to building. It seemed more like 
a college.
KATHLEEN CARNEY ’61 —  To 
me, the whole spirit of friendliness 
is gone. There is too much room, 
eliminating the closeness. We seem 
to be more in groups rather than all 
together.
MARILYN MERCER '61 —  The 
cafeteria is a big advantage but the 
line is too long. We need a smoker 
large enough for all the smokers.
DIANE WARREN ’61 —  Please
Youth Hailed
Catholic Youth Week, October 25 
to November 5, millions of youths 
throughout the nation are receiving 
Holy Communion daily. Each day 
prayers are offered for the world 
leaders and for world peace.
The theme of this year’s Nation­
al Education Week, November 8 to 
16, is “ Praise and appraise your 
Schools.” During this time parents 
are encouraged to visit their child­
ren’s school and become acquainted 
with their teachers and curriculum.
cjCetter to the ¿Editor *
Editor:
This year marks a tremendous 
growth for Rosary Hill College. 
Its buildings are larger, its atten­
dance greater and its scope broad­
er. It is, I believe, with this in 
mind that SGA has formed the new 
Cultural Committee.
As an integral part of the com­
munity and the city of Buffalo it is 
time that the college women of Ros­
ary Hill assert their influence in 
the area of culture. Far too many 
people lament the laxity of our city 
in sponsoring cultural events and 
fa-r too few people accept the chal­
lenge to do something about the 
problem. The newly-formed Cultur­
al Committee intends to stimulate 
our student body. The committee 
is in the process of setting up a 
cultural calendar so that all may be* 
informed of events and as such will 
take advantage of them. They are 
working out a program whereby 
college students will act as ushers 
at Studio Theater productions and 
at Kleinhans Music Hall.
The members will function more 
as campaigners than as a committee. 
This is a campaign to incite student 
awareness and to make them, in the 
best sense, true patrons of the arts.
Phyllis Romano 
Chairman of the Committee
GUEST EDITORIAL
Many citizens of today, our par­
ents, politicians and members of 
the teaching profession among oth­
ers, claim that American college 
students of the present generation 
are unaware of the existing prob­
lems not only in their own country 
but in other countries of the world 
as well.
Merely being aware of a problem, 
whether it be on the part of the 
citizen or the student, does not 
solve the problem. Action must be 
taken.
Such action was taken by some 
five hundred students attending the 
16th National Congress of NFCCS 
held this past summer in St. Louis, 
Missouri. The action taken was in 
the form of a policy resolution, 
unanimously passed by the Congress 
delegates. It was aimed at “ racial 
discrimination” which to the stu­
dents is a contradiction of American 
beliefs.
The resolution was drawn up by 
students of the Iowa, Lake Erie,
get rid of the pies in the cafeteria. 
I’m gaining too much weight.
MARY CRYSLER '60 —  The 
rooms are too stuffy. The snack 
bar is definitely an advantage. You 
can run in and' eat a fast lunch with­
out waiting in line.
KATHLEEN McCARTHY ’60 —  
The labs are wonderful I
MARY SCHOELL '60 —  The 
biggest advantage is the one-building 
college. This will be really good in 
the winter when it’s raining and 
snowing.
PAULA KIRCHMYER '62— The 
music building is a big advantage. 
There is more room to practice. We 
feel more like a concentration. We 
aren’t smelling the chemistry and 
they aren’t listening to our noise.
Minnesota, and Texas regions. Both 
American and foreign delegates to 
the Congress were discriminated 
against on racial grounds.
America’s constitution promises 
freedom to all. Is racial discrimina­
tion compatible with freedom? The 
Congress delegates do not think so. 
These students did not merely pro­
test the practice of racial discrimin­
ation; they established a direct pol­
icy which will be followed and ca r­
ried out to the best of their ability.
The following is part of this 
resolution. Read it, think about it, 
and then judge whether or not these 
students were unaware, indifferent 
or disinterested. They took action 
on a problem which many American 
citizens refuse even to think about. 
Give them credit for this action^ 
and then join them in abolishing 
racial discrimination:
Be It Resolved: That the 16th 
National Congress of the National 
Federation of Catholic College Stu­
dents actively endorse all legal ef­
forts to combat discrimination of 
all kinds.
Be It Further Resolved: That 
Congress delegates patronize only 
those hotels, restaurants and other 
such establishments which do not 
practice discrimination as a matter 
of policy, and encourage the student 
bodies of our member schools to 
adopt this course of action; and,
Be It Finally Resolved: That the 
Vice-President in charge of Social^ 
Action send a letter every year to 
the delegates of the forth-coming 
National Congress informing them 
of this resolution and urging them to 
stand in a united front against racial 
discrimination.
Mary Jane Becker '61
JtequtPBrant in Par?
college--many of whom are poorly informed-- have undoubtedly influenced 
our thought, we are more conscious of Rosary Hill’s shortcomings and less 
willing to recognize her achievements, strange as this may seem.
The tragedy arises when students offer ill-considered, unconstructive 
criticism to those unable or unwilling to act.
The result of this type of criticism can only be the breeding of dis­
satisfaction among others and, very often, of disrespect for Rosary Hill 
and that for which she stands.
We can see about us the product of constructive criticism, not only 
in the erection of Duns Scotus Hall, but in other innovations as well— 
the renewed vitality of many campus groups and clubs, the inauguration 
of many new courses, the addition of new faculty members and, tremen­
dously important in a Catholic college, the opportunity of assisting at 
Mass daily.
It is necessary to remember then that, along with an inclination to 
criticize, each of us must possess a sense of humor in facing campus 
problems, and a willingness to understand, and allow for, human foibles,
VX.B;
Mary Ann Habermehl Stangle 
Mrs. James P. Heffernan 
The Father of Sister Isabelle, OSF 
The Sister of Sister M. Patrice, OSF
No man is an Hand, intire of 
itselfe; every man is a peece of the 
Continent, a part of the maine; if 
a Clod bee washed away by the Sea, 
Europe is the lesse, as well as if a 
Promontorie were, as well as if a 
Mannor of thy friends or of thine 
owne were; any man’s death dimin­
ishes me, because I am involved 
in Mankinde; and therefore never 
send to know for whom the bell 
tolls; it tolls for thee. -John Donned 
Devotions, 1624
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Scores Assemble for Dedication;
Bishop, Lieutenant Governor Preside
Charles Wick Receives First Daemen Award
"Strengthen the students with heavenly grace, so that they may grasp 
with their minds, treasure in their hearts and carry out in their deeds 
all the teachings that lead to salvation."
With this prayer of dedication, the Most Rev. Joseph A. Burke, bis­
hop of the Diocese of Buffalo, blessed Duns Scotus Hall Sunday afternoon, 
September 20, 1959.
MANY ATTEND
Close to 1000 persons, including the college administration, faculty, 
board, monsignori, priests, sisters, parents, seniors, visitors, and dele­
gates hailing from colleges throughout the United States, assembled be­
fore Marian Library to witness the ceremony.
An academic procession of dignitaries began the activities and was 
followed by the invocation by the Rev. Edward T. Fisher, chaplain. At 
Bishop Burke’s return from the blessing of the 81-room building, the 
National Anthem was voiced by Virginia Schmidt ’61.
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR SPEAKS
Sister M. Georgia, O.S.F., Dean of Studies, welcomed the gathering in 
the absence of Sister M. Angela, O.S.F., President, after which Father 
Fisher presented the Lieutenant Governor of New York State, Malcolm 
Wilson, as convpcation speaker.
A twenty-year member of the State Legislature, Mr. Wilson lauded 
Duns Scotus Hall, calling it "a  place where science is given an honored 
place worthy of its importance in education as a whole."
He continued: "Science has harnessed forces which have catapulted 
man a million light years closer to God's throne, but it has not brought 
Him one split second closer to God’s spirit.
"But we know that here at Rosary Hill scientific truths are taught in 
the context of the ultimate truth where they belong."
FIRST AWARD GIVEN
Mr. Charles J. Wick, administrative vice president of the Niagara 
Mohawk Power Corp. and chairman of the college advisory board, received 
the first Mother Magdalen Daemen Award.
In honor of the founder of the Sisters of St. Francis of Penance and 
Christian Charity, this medal will be bestowed periodically upon persons 
whose lives reflect devotion and assistance to mankind.
Bishop Burke closed the convocation with final words and benedic­
tion, followed by a formal recessional.
Duns Scotus Hall was toured by the visitors who were honored by a re ­
ception in the cafeteria. The Student Government Association represented 
the student body.
Padua Hall Opens
Rosary Hill’s second residence 
hall, housing 17freshmen, was open­
ed at the beginning of the academic 
year. Christened Padua Hall in honor 
of the Franciscan Saint, Anthony of 
Padua, it was donated by the advisory 
board during the summer.
Features of the former mansion 
include sun porches and fireplaces 
with many of the bedrooms. New 
furniture, drapes and numerous 
smaller items have been added for 
the comfort of those who occupy 
Padua Hall.
The addition of a second building 
for dormitory use was necessitated 
by the large increase-approximately 
60% this year-in the number of re s i­
dent students.
A warning system, similar to that 
used by the Student Government 
Association, has been adopted by 
the Resident Council. This will r e ­
place the demerit system previously 
in effect.
Due to the increase in the number 
of resident students, six girls are 
living in Campus Manor apartments 
under the supervision of Sister M. 
Patrice. They include Ann Faith 
Meranto '60; Barbara Marzolf '60; 
Brenda Almeter ’62; Maryann Steger
'62; Linda Carter ’62; and Jeanne 
Goffaux '62.
Daemen Hall offices have been 
converted into apartments. These 
are shared by Adele Haman '61, 
the student proctor; Anne Nam Hai 
Nguyen '61; Annette Chau Hai Ngu­
yen ’61; and Louise Palumbo '61.
Sr. Marion Returns 
To RHC After Study
Sister Marion has returned after 
three years of study at the Cath­
olic University in Washington, D.C.
Sister tells enthusiastically of 
watching the National Shrine of the 
Immaculate Conception being built 
on the campus. This National Shrine 
was begun 30 years ago and was 
finished only recently.
She was most impressed with 
the beautifully finished crypt built 
under the main floor. It contains a 
centrally-located altar where the 
Mass can be viewed from all sides.
This famous shrine may be seen 
from almost all parts of the District 
because of the huge dome done in 
colored mosaics.
Although Sister Marion knew none 
of the students when she returned, 
she was pleased to discover the 
familiar Rosary Hill friendliness.
PARKING WOES ENDED
The woeful days when parking 
problems resulted in frazzled ner­
ves and all-too-frequent tardiness 
for class are gone forever, at least 
for upperclassmen.
With the addition of a new park­
ing lot behind Duns Scotus Hall a
total of 107 parking spaces now exist 
on campus. This includes the 62 
spaces in the old parking lot as well 
as the 45 provided by the new lot.
Freshmen enjoy the advantage of 
a healthy early morning walk from 
their Main Street parking spaces.
Students Shower New Building
Tuesday, Sept. 8 marked the first 
time a shower has ever been given to 
a new building on campus or any 
other college in the area. Students 
purchased Gift Certificate Cards for 
miscellaneous classroom and lounge 
accessories. After purchasing the 
Certificates, the students presented 
them to Sister M. Georgia, O.S.F., 
Dean of Studies.
Following the shower, tours of 
Duns Scotus Hall were conducted by 
the college faculty and refreshments 
were served in the Marian Social 
Room. Chairmen for the shower 
were Barbara Zimmerman, P resi­
dent of the Sophomore Class and 
Kathleen Koessler, T reasurer of the 
Student Government.
Some Students Stunned by Innovation; 
Invite Y ou toT our Building W ithThem
My name is Scott. Dan Scott. I’m a floorwalker. Which means I walk 
floors. In Scotus. Duns Scotus. Which is large. To say the least. Which 
is why I'm here. Walking floors. With my men.
They kept disappearing. Individual students. Or whole classes. Or 
faculty. Which was bad. They reappeared. Eventually. Some of them. 
But wrong. All wrong. Wrong teachers with right classes. Right teachers 
with wrong classes. Right classes with no teachers. Two classes and 
one room. And some were gone for good. Tough. Which was how it was. 
Which is why I'm here. Walking floors with my men.
So here’s our tour. Take it. Or leave it.
Lower level-that’s my beat. 8:30 
to 5. Half-hour for lunch. Eight 
hours. Walking, In one direction. 
Long corridor. Lots of people. All 
lost. Which is how it is.
F irst a lobby. Sort of. With a 
telephone booth.
On the right. A bookstore. With 
students inside. Lots of them. Buy­
ing books.
On the left a wall. With bulle­
tin boards. With announcements. 
Behind the wall a dining room. With 
chairs. Also,tables, small and large. 
At small tables, large groups. At 
large tables, small groups. Which 
is how it is.
And on the right, a locker room. 
For upperclassmen. With many 
lockers. All rented. At different 
prices. $1.00 and up. Mostly up.
Same side. Student Snack Bar. 
Where students snack. From 8:30 
to 5. With 50 minutes for lunch. 
And next their lounge. Where they 
lounge. With chairs. Walls. Tables. 
Posters. You can see them. On a 
clear day. Which is rare.
And then the FDR. Faculty Dining 
Room. Where they dine. The faculty 
and lay administration. In seclusion. 
Free from curious people. Who like 
to stare.
Cross the corridor. To the cafe­
teria. And the kitchen. Where they 
prepare the food. And serve it. To 
lines of people. Long lines. To say 
the least. Some people bring lunches. 
To eat in line. Which is how it is.
Two fire doors next. They’re 
heavy, to say the least. (Huff. And 
puff.) Some don’t use them. Doc­
tor’s orders.
And here the Student Government 
Room. Where meetings are held. 
Between students and administration 
representatives. With friendly dis­
cussions.
The next room is large. Which is 
good. Because you can walk through 
it. Without stumbling over equip­
ment. And art students. Who are 
making pottery. Among other things.
Across the hall, another locker 
room. For underclassmen. With 
plenty of room. On the floor.
Which is how it is. On the lower 
level. More or less.
I'm your guide for the adminis­
trative floor. My colleague who 
showed you the lower level forgot 
to tell you that the faculty and stu­
dents aren't the only ones with 
problems. My specialties, the Ad­
ministration, have really big ones. 
After all, they have to solve every­
body elses.
These are the front doors, thru 
which visitors are supposed to enter. 
Seel An information window just for 
you.
The artistic endeavors of our art 
concentration are displayed here in 
the foyer. There are some of the 
jewelry and oils.
To your left you will find the 
admissions office, Sister DeSales, 
presiding. Opposite is the home of 
the aspirin, our first aid room.
All along the left side of the 
first floor are the administration 
offices, some with and some with­
out their new furniture. We can 
peek into the office of Sister Geor­
gia, our Dean of Studies. One of the 
most important things in her waiting 
room is the calendar on the bulletin 
board. It tells you when Sister will 
be able to see you.
Our resident chaplain, the Rev. 
Edward Fisher, won’t mind if we 
glance in his waiting room. It looks 
so inviting that one would love to 
go in just to talk.
On the right we’ve class and sem­
inar rooms. Next on that side are 
the offices of some of the faculty. 
They’re very business like but com­
fortable.
There are more Administration 
offices on the left. Sister M. Angela, 
our President, is in the last one be­
fore you come to the stairs leading to 
the library.
At the end are lounges for the lay 
faculty, Sisters and alumnae. Now 
through the door and up one flight 
of stairs. My top level comrade will 
greet you there.
One upper story tour coming up I
On the second floor, as we open 
the door we enter the sacred precints 
of the science concentration. ..chem­
istry to your right and physics to 
your left. The earth science labora­
tory with its rock collection will 
probably interest you non-science 
majors. But if you scientifically 
minded people will follow me, I'll 
show you the weights and measures 
room with its always correct tem­
perature and humidity.
Class rooms all look the same 
but up ahead to the right we have 
the offices of some of the faculty. 
F irst is a big room for the philo­
sophy and theology teachers. Next 
are the other faculty offices; they’re 
like the ones downstairs.
Only one more floor to go.
At the top of the stairs we find 
the art rooms. There is a sink in 
each studio, but whether they are 
for "painted painters" as one of 
the freshmen told me, I don’t know.
Next are the business rooms and 
as we pass through the fire doors 
we once more enter the Science 
Department. The science library 
with its precious supply of necessary 
knowledge is to the right.
We have one more flight of stairs 
to reach the roof. These stairs are 
quite familiar to some of the stu­
dents, who keep climbing them to 
find room 301.
From the roof you can see the 
whole campus. The orchard with 
Rosary Hill behind it looks beauti­
ful in the fall. Over this way is 
Alverno Hall, our resident students’ 
home away from home. You can see 
the little brook running in between. 
Over this way is the newly graded 
ground where we hope to build our 
arts building some day soon.
New Upperclassmen 
Join Rosary Hill
You may have seen the following 
transfer students in your classes.
Sophomores: Judy Brown, Wes­
tern Kentucky State College, Bowling 
Green, Art; Mary Ellen Brenna, 
Nazareth College of Rochester, Soc­
ial Studies; Shirley Feng, Ming 
Chuan College of Commerce For 
Girls in Formosa, English; Janet 
Lukasik, Nazareth College of Roch­
ester, English; and Melinda O'Kon- 
iewski, College of New Rochelle, 
Medical Technology.
Juniors: Eileen Donohue, Mercy- 
hurst College, Erie, Pa,, Biology; 
Mary Ann Westlund, Mercyhurst 
College, Art; Mary Ann Kramer, 
Michigan State University, Social 
Studies; Phyllis Romano, Dennison 
College, Ohio, English; and Phyllis 
Morgan, St. Bona venture University, 
Olean, Biology.
Gigantic Growth of College Marked by Duns Scotus Hall
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Panels, Tours,Initiation 
Welcome Freshmen
Tuesday morning Sept. 8, 185 eager freshmen began their week of 
orientation. Theresa Mazzarini ’62 was chairman and Paula Kirchmyer 
’62 co-chairman.
The reception committee, under the direction of Mary Madjeski, 
greeted the newest collegians and guided them to Marian Social Room. 
There, Sister Aloysius, class advisor, spoke to the girls of their coming 
activities.
Joan Gordon '62 and her committee then provided a coffee break, be­
fore the arrival of Sister Isabelle and Mary Ruth Leberer ’61, who pre­
sented the ideals of the Sodality.
A tour of the campus was then directed by Michele Greene ’62. The 
freshmen were briefed at various intervals during the tour about the 
clubs on campus. Danielle Du Bois *62 supervised the lunch and then 
Sister Angelice explained the many opportunities for student laid.
To close the first day, Father Edward T. Fisher introduced himself, 
and the Student Government Association briefly outlined its aims and 
functions.
Wednesday morning Sister Paula offered advice on achieving success 
in college. A student panel on “ Friendship: the Prevailing Spirit on Cam­
pus” took over, under the chairmanship of Joanne Kowalski '62, Nancy 
Haberman ’62 and her committee introduced the girls to Marian Lib­
rary  and they were then treated to a chicken lunch on the terrace of 
Rosary, Hall. The afternoon agenda included Sister Georgia’s talk on 
studies, a movie shown by the Sports Club and a fashion show, “Campus 
Glamor” , expertly directed by Joyce Miskuf, who also served as commen­
tator.
Registration and measurement for caps and gowns were taken care of 
on Thursday. “ You and Your Potential” , a panel in which Mr. Gliozzo 
participated, began the activities for the final day.
Representatives of NSA and NFCCS explained their purposes on campus 
and Miss Joyce Fink outlined the functions of the Public Relations De­
partment.
Then, Pat Mooney ’62, initiation chairman, took the floor and pre­
sented the rules and regulations. A skit under the direction of Mary Jane 
McMahon '62 and Dolores Ucci ’62, introduced the girls to Kangaroo 
Court and finally to the strains of “ Friendship” , dinks were donned.
Initiation Week, during which dinks and signs were all-evident, and a 
song for each day was heard echoing through the halls, was climaxed 
Friday evening when each freshman paid for her violations against the 
sophomore class at the session of mock Kangaroo Court. The highlights 
of the evening were a bonfire on the Athletic Field and a mock skit pre­
sented by the freshmen.
Summer Experiences Imparted; 
Students Travel at Home9 Abroad
View from, Balcony o f the Panama Hilton
Faculty Enriched by 
Summer Activities
Faculty members took advantage 
of the summer to continue study, 
participate in workshops and attend 
conventions.
.Father Fisher attended St, Bon- 
aventure, in quest of his N.Y. State 
High School teaching certificate.
Sister Paula, O.S.F. attended 
workshop sessions at Ohio State 
University on student guidance and 
counseling.
June found Sister M. Angelice, 
O.S.F., in Washington, D.C. at a 
college financial workshop.
A workshop sponsored by the 
National Science Foundation attract­
ed Sister M. Clarita, O.S.F., to 
Georgetown University, August 1-21.
“Artistic integrity” was the sub­
ject of the lecture presented by 
Sister M. Jeanne, O.S.F., at the 
National Catholic Art Association 
convention at St, Elizabeth’s Col­
lege, Convent Station, N.J. Sister 
also attended the pre-convention 
meeting at Benson, Vermont,
Sister M. Justa, O.S.F., began 
her doctoral studies at St. Louis 
University this June. Sister Urban 
is continuing studies towards her 
PhD this fall.
A workshop of 40 elementary 
school teachers was conducted by 
Mrs. Marion S. Elmer at Marian 
Library, The program consisted 
of lectures, and a written unit by 
which each teacher presented her 
own concentration. Tours of the 
neighboring vicinity were conducted.
Mr. Charles M. Barresiassisted 
in stimulating and helping the rede­
velopment of Buffalo through The 
Buffalo Redevelopment Foundation. 
He prepared a detailed written re ­
port on the conditions of Buffalo, 
which will be consulted by a panel 
of experts who will be studying this 
problem.
Mr. Charles Gliozzo attended St. 
John’s University. “ Social and Cul­
tural History of the U.S.” and the 
“ Foreign Relations of the U.S.” 
were two courses studied.
Sister M. Aloysius, O.S.F. as­
sisted by Sister Marguerite, O.S.F., 
completed a pilot study in the teach-
1961 - Hosts - 1963
The Freshmen were officially 
welcomed by their Big Sisters, Sept­
ember 13 at a picnic held in Chest­
nut Ridge Park.
Diana Rochford ’61, Chairman of 
the Big Sister program, was assisted 
by Barbara Pietrozek ’61, Bonny 
Mayer ’61, Ginny Schmidt ’61; 
Jeanne McLaughlin ’61, and the 
entire junior class.
On October 11 members of the 
class of ’63 received their academic 
attire.
After Benediction, a formal pro­
cession of the freshmen and juniors 
proceeded to Our Lady’s statue 
bearing lighted candles and chanting 
the Rosary. &
Sisters’ Garb Changed
Duns Scotus Hall is not the only 
new development added to Rosary 
Hill's campus this fall, for the 
Sisters of St. Francis of Penance 
and Christian Charity have donned 
new habits.
The “ new look” - as the sisters 
call their new habits - was intro­
duced August 2 in accordance with 
the Holy Father’s wish to simplify 
the veiling in congregations all over 
the world.
The modernized habit is “ much 
more comfortable than the old, ” 
says Sister Georgia.
Other advantages include the fact 
that it is much less of a hazard to 
cross a street and drive a car, the 
latter not being taken into considera­
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ing of foreign languages in the ele­
mentary schools. A summer session 
of four weeks was opened to children 
of St. Benedict’s school, who were 
taught entirely in Spanish.
Several Rosary Hill students have 
returned to campus this fall with a 
wealth of knowledge, experience, and 
memories gained during the sum­
mer. Albany, Cuba, Equador, Pan­
ama, and Quebec presented the op­
portunities to them.
Mary Richardson was selected by 
the NSA to tour Cuba as part of the 
first college group personally invi­
ted by Fidel Castro to visit his coun­
try.
by Mary Richardson '61
It has been said that “ the con­
sciousness of a nation should be re ­
flected in its youth,” because they 
are most critical of and most con­
cerned with the decisions of their 
elders,
The Cuban student, since he has 
withstood the attacks against his 
personal privilege to obtain a free 
education, is a goal-directed indivi­
dual aware of the role he will have to 
assume in the redevelopment and re ­
construction of his war-torn coun­
try. The two student leaders who lost 
their lives and the many other stu­
dents who were injured during the 
Revolution set a precedent by their 
revolutionary attitude, because they 
had the strength and courage to re ­
sist when their rights were being 
infringed upon by the government. 
Therefore, he is, out of necessity, 
politically involved, as is evident 
in the structure of the Student Gov­
ernment with its three political 
parties, 13th. of March, 26th. of 
July and the Directorate.
That the revolutionary spirit is 
still dominant in Cuba cannot be 
disputed. According to Fidel Castro, 
“ America needs an ethical and mor­
al revolution.”
In order to understand Castro’s 
position it is necessary to consider 
the emotional composition of the 
people. To the people Castro re ­
presents a stabilizing force in which 
they may place their confidence. 
However, they do not face the real­
ity that this is a temporary form of 
government which may lose its pow­
er if the “ benevolent dictator” 
should be in any way indisposed. 
When asked about the question of 
succession in the government Castro 
said, “ This is a problem which can 
be solved only when the people are 
ready for it, and then it will be 
placed on a referendum when 80% 
of the people can pass a literacy 
test.”
Outside of Havana, which inci­
dentally, is very commercialized, 
the economic situation is very poor. 
However, the government is subsi­
dizing a co-op system for the re ­
development of the Interior.
Religion, according to one priest, 
is nominal, that is, the people are 
Catholic in name only and the major­
ity of them do not practice their 
religion.
by Barbara Kubala '61
Estudios, Fiestas, and Siestas. 
These were my main occupations 
during my three months as an ex­
change student in Panama. I was in 
Panama to study the Spanish lang­
uage and the Panamanian customs.
I studied Spanish at the University 
of Panama and attended classes in 
Spanish literature, history and phil­
osophy. Since Panama is mainly a 
Catholic country, I was surprised to 
meet some students who were firm 
believers in Communism. They are 
very idealistic and would like to 
see an ideal communist state set 
up.
It was quite easy to adjust to 
living with a Spanish-speaking fam­
ily. At first the language barrier 
created a problem, but I soon learn­
ed how to ask for what I wanted. 
The situations often became comi­
cal when I would endeavor to speak 
in Spanish, only to find someone who 
understood English.
Since the Panamanians are very 
hospitable I attended many fiestas. 
These were given at the snap of a 
finger on any night of the week. 
Of course, complying with another 
custom, I was always accompanied 
by a chaperone.
Siestas are a must. Everything 
closes down between the hours of 12 
and 2.
The trip itself was a wonderful 
experience. I traveled to the In­
terior of Panama and twice through 
the Panama Canal, once on a liner,, 
the second time in a tug. My last 
and most marvelous experience was 
flying home with stops in Jamaica, 
Miami and New York City: a per­
fect ending for the trip.
by Ann Marie McHugh '61
Two Rosary Hill students, Bar­
bara Swanekamp, ’60 and Ann Marie 
McHugh '61, attended Laval Uni­
versity, Quebec, while living with a 
French family for six weeks during 
the summer. This opportunity was 
made possible through the coopera­
tion of Quebec businessmen who do­
nate funds to the University. The 
scholarships are awarded to various 
colleges.
This summer approximately 1600 
students from all parts of the United 
States and Canada enrolled in the 
French department. All students 
are pledged to speak only French 
during the six weeks. Courses were 
offered in grammar, creative and 
stylistic writing and lite ra tu re . 
Classes were also conducted in folk- 
music and dances.
Extracurricular activities inclu­
ded excursions to historic and re li­
gious sites, dances, beach parties, 
concerts, and plays. The city honor­
ed the students with a cocktail 
party at the Chateau Frontenac. The 
creative ability of the students was 
encouraged through the weekly paper 
which was published in French. The 
term was climaxed with the pre-
Liberalism Scorned
“ More interest in Catholic the­
ater,” pleaded the Rev. Gabriel 
Stapleton, SDS, at the freshman- 
sophomore assembly Sept. 29.
Pointing out that 95% of Amer­
ican theater consists of amateur 
productions, Father Stapleton asked 
for more plays of high moral tone 
through this medium.
“Liberalism is the greatest en­
emy of Christian mores in the Amer­
ican theater,” he said, mentioning 
Tennessee Williams and Arthur Mil­
ler as two of its most popular ex­
ponents .
Father Stapleton has been con­
nected with the Catholic theater 
movement for many years and is 
stationed now at St. Mary’s High 
School, Lancaster. In 1960 he will 
conduct a tour to the famous Passion 
Play in Oberammergan, Germany.
sentation of plays which were writ­
ten and directed by the students.
Barbara and Ann Marie com­
mented on the cordiality of the peo­
ple of Quebec and expressed their 
gratitude for the opportunity which 
allowed them to experience a culture 
very foreign to most Americans.
By Elizabeth Rodgers ’62
Yes, my trip to Panama was un­
believably wonderful, but even that 
does not express my appreciation 
for the country and people of Pan­
ama. The people are outgoing and 
friendly: there is no superficial­
ity. There was a sincerity which I 
never knew existed.
Our group of 78 students taking 
part in the student exchange pro­
gram left Buffalo on June 23. The 
flight took close to 14 hours.
We met our new families at 
Tocumen Airport. My new family, 
the Morales, lived in Panama City 
and was composed of Sr. Enrique 
and Sra. Nana, their two children, 
Enriquito, 21, who attends the sch­
ool of engineering at the University 
of Panama, and Nitzia deLourdes, 
17, a senior in high school, ¡audited 
classes, conducted totally in Cas- 
tillian, at the University of Panama.
Social activities were as varied 
as they were enjoyable. We attended 
the Debutante’s Dance at the Union 
Club and horse races on the fourth 
of July. The two Carnivalitos in 
Panama and Jolon were the most 
impressive of the fiestas.
We made two trips to the small 
island of Taboga. I saw how the 
natives live without so many things 
that we take for granted. The street 
lights are merely 40-watt bulbs 
strung along a rope cord above the 
walk. Many women were drying their 
wash by spreading it over bushes 
and on the ground. Taboga, however 
is wealthy in floral beauty.
Our life in Panama was a thril­
ling experience, and I find the Latins 
excel over any race of people.
Seniors Begin 
Practice Teaching
Monday, October 5, was an anx 
ious day for twenty-two Rosary Hill 
Seniors as they began their Practice 
Teaching. These student teachers 
will instruct Buffalo and suburban 
high school pupils four mornings a 
week for ten weeks. Each Friday 
they will attend Teaching Seminar 
classes at Rosary Hill.
Mrs. Marion S Elmer, Associate 
Professor of Education, stated that 
girls who will be taking the P rac­
tice Teaching courses in the future 
will have an opportunity to learn 
more about the plan this year. Films 
on Child Development and Child Psy­
chology will be shown in the Marian 
Social Room each Thursday at 2:00 
p.m. Everyone is invited to attend 
these informative sessions.
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Senior Finds State Work Classrooms Converted
Study Program Invaluable
ALBANY—Senior class president Anne McGarry '60 is back at Rosary 
Hill after a ten week work study program with the New York State govern­
ment in Albany. She was one of 25 college juniors selected from throughout 
the State as summer trainees in government service. Assigned to various 
State agencies, the students received experience in their fields and a close- 
up look at State government in action.
“ As a social studies major, I found the summer program invaluable," 
Anne commented. She worked in the Division of Research and Statistics, 
Department of Correction, where she received training in criminology and 
penology. Anne also assisted with preparation of a research project design­
ed to evaluate the vocational, special and general education given inmates 
in six State reformatories and correctional institutions. “ The New York 
State Department of Correction is the best organized of any in the country," 
she noted, mentioning that it cares for 20,000 inmates in 20 institutions.
Once a week the 9 girls and 16 
boys in the summer group met with 
top officials of various State agen­
cies in sessions designed to give 
them an overall view of State govern­
ment. “ In my estimation, the pro­
gram is a great step forward to good 
government in the future.” she re ­
marked. As in the previous three 
years of the program, the students 
received $60 a week and free lodging 
in a State University residence 
house.
Enthusiastic about the friendli­
ness, helpfulness, and dedication of 
State employees, Anne is consider­
ing a return to State service after 
graduation. She definitely recom­
mends investigation of State career 
opportunities to all college students.
This year Marian Library has 
the added facility of two periodical 
rooms. The tremendous task of 
transferring and re-arranging the 
magazines was shared by Sister 
Miriam and Sister Patrice during 
the summer. The rooms are former 
classrooms. Marian 203 and 204. 
The magazines are arranged in 
alphabetical order, but are not to 
be taken out without requesting them 




John Hughes Challenges 
United States Policies
“ If you are going to be Chris­
tians you must be real ones. The 
whole world is watching you. You 
have a tremendous responsibility 
to it.”
John Williams Hughes, noted lec­
turer, journalist, and educator, de­
livered his thought-provoking lec­
ture, “ Twilight of Empire", at the 
October 9 assembly.
As a past candidate for a seat 
in the British House of Commons,
JUNIOR GROUP 
PLANS FORUM
“ Current Broadway Plays” was 
the theme of the first gathering spon­
sored by Junior Discussion Group on 
Oct. 5 at 4 PM.
Suggested by Mary Beth Michels, 
junior class president, and under the 
chairmanship of Rose Marie Os- 
trowski ’61, the group hopes to fos­
ter an exchange of ideas and infor­
mation on various topics of interest 
to a large number of students.
On the first Monday of each month 
this semester the group will pre­
sent a speaker - a Rosary Hill 
faculty member or a well-informed 
student from Rosary Hill or a near­
by college - who will open discus­
sion with remarks on a designa­
ted topic. The format is entirely 
informal and students are invited to 
comment on or question any state­
ment made by the speaker or fellow 
students.
Modern art will be discussed 
Nov. 2 and other possible topics 
include political problems and mod­
ern music.
The group hopes to work in con­
junction with the Coffee Hour Com­
mittee in order to provide refresh­




The annual retreat for juniors, 
sophomores and freshmen was held 
on October 15 and 16. It was con­
ducted by Rev. Alexander DiLella, 
O.F.M., of the Franciscan House of 
Studies of Holy Name University, 
Washington, D.C. and Rev. Winfred 
Ryan, O.F.M., a faculty member of 
St. Bonaventure University.
Mr. Hughes is well-versed in the 
political composition of Britain's 
government. He participated in tran­
sfer of power to India and Pak­
istan from Great Britain. This back­
ground, plus a personal, as well as 
political understanding of the peo­
ples of Asia and Europe enabled Mr. 
Hughes to present a keen insight 
into the problems facing all free 
nations. His remarks on the free 
countries bordering on Russia and 
China offered a timely consideration 
of a vital issue.
Mr. Hughes posed a challenge to 
American foreign policy in his eval­
uation of the effectiveness and cost 
of American propaganda.
Faith is Weapon 
Speaker Notes
At the 19th Convocation of Ros­
ary Hill College, speaker Walter 
Thompson, manager of advertising 
and publicity for the Niagara Mohawk 
Power Co. impressed upon the stu­
dents the necessity of keeping their 
Catholic faith strong that it may be 
used as a weapon to preserve free­
dom.
In keeping with Sister Georgia's 
keynote theme for the year, “ to 
think in terms of maturity” , Stu­
dent Government Association pres­
ident Barbara Piteo emphasized the 
importance of spiritual, social and 
intellectual awareness on the Rosary 
Hill campus.
Not only was this the largest 
convocation in the history of the 
college, but it was also the first 
to be held outside. The front steps 
of Marian Library served as a plat­
form or stage for the members of 
the Administration, guest speaker 
and Student Government. Over 40 
faculty members were present in 
academic attire.
A chemistry manual was pre­
sented by Sister Georgia to Jane 
Spillman '62 for her outstanding 
work in this field. The award is 
given annually to a freshman mem­
ber of the Chemistry Concentration.
Students Attend 
NS A - NFCCS
St. Louis, Miss., was the site of 
the 16th National Congress of the 
National Federation of Catholic Col­
lege Students Aug. 31 through Sept. 
5. Jean Arns ’60, President of the 
Lake Erie Region, Jane M. Burke 
'61, Senior delegate, and Mary Jane 
Becker '61 represented Rosary Hill 
College.
Seminars covering the areas of 
student, religious, international 
and social action affairs were held 
stressing the mission of the Catho­
lic college student as a member of 
the lay apostolate and his opportun­
ity to participate in diverse activ­
ities .
These programs will be carried 
into CCD, IRC, ABC and Family Life 
activities at Rosary Hill.
Elizabeth Ahrens '60 attended the 
Student Government section.
“The nation’s most significant 
student meeting” , the Twelfth Na­
tional Student Congress of the Na­
tional Student Association, took 
place August 24 - September 3,1959 
on the campus of the University of 
Illinois, Urbana, 111.
Participating Rosary Hill dele­
gates included Joanne Rogers '61, 
Mary Kay Pepe '61, Mary Richard­
son '61 and Gretchen Frauenheim 
'62.
From Aug. 20 - 24 Barbara Piteo 
'60 and Karen Brady '61 attended 
the Student Body President’s Con­
ference and the Student Editorial 
Affairs Conference respectively.
Contact with the workings of 
other colleges, conducted in an adult 
manner and discussed formally by 
the students, enabled these repre­
sentatives to return to Rosary Hill 
with progressive ideas toward the 
advancement of the college.
Masters Come 
To Kleinhans
The symphony concerts, to be 
given on Sundays and Tuesdays in 
Kleinhans Music Hall, will begin on 
November 1, with Buffalo-born pian­
ist Leonard Pennario as soloist. 
Other soloists next seaon will in- 
include pianists Artur Rubinstein, 
John Browning, Witold Malcuzyn- 
ski, Benno Moiseiwitsch; violinists 
Yehudi Menuhin, Eudice Shapiro, 
Henryk Szeryng; the Leventritt 
Award winner; and guest conductor 
Lukas Foss. Two concerts will fea­
ture choral works.
Everyone is Welcome at 
Junior Prom, Nov. 24
Sweet and simple, that's what it will be. The name of this year's 
junior prom will be just that - Junior Prom.
The crowning of the prom queen, as yet an unknown junior Cinderella, 
will climax the evening. This year, however, the queen, selected from 
four junior candidates, will be elected by the junior class. In the past 
years the election was school-wide.
Not breaking entirely with tradition, the prom will be held at Thanks­
giving time - Tuesday evening, November 24. The bewitching hours will 
be 10 PM to 2 AM.
The setting of this first big dance of the school year is the Terrace 
Room of the Hotel-Statler-Hilton.
Creating the musical mood will be the eight-piece orchestra of Eddie 
Diem, featuring two vocalists.
An invitation is extended by the chairman and co-chairman of the prom 
committee, Judy Egner and Noreen Christiano: “ Everyone is welcome."
Campus Spirit 
Pervades Dance
Gaily colored leaves and the tra ­
ditional ivy of college campuses 
set the nostalgic yet welcoming at­
mosphere for Rosary Hill’s soft- 
shoe collegians who attended the 
annual Back to Campus Dance Oct. 
2 in the Marian Social Room.
The music of Jay Moran’s five- 
piece band christened the opening 
dance of the college year. Old col­
lege tunes were played, and before 
the evening ended, hands were clap­
ping to the rhythm of the season’s 
newest melodies.
The girls responsible for the 
success of the dance were chairman 
Joanne Rogers ’61 and co-chairman 
Mary Kay Pepe’61. True-to-college 
life atmosphere was provided by 
Anne Marie McGarry '60 and her 
decorating committee, headed by 
Joyce Jankowski ’61 and Rosemary 
Reina '61.
Jane M. Burke '61 and Katie 
Koessler ’62 chaired the refresh­
ment committee. Rene Toscano ’60 
was in charge of publicity and Mary 
Richardson ’61 tickets. The Student 




Barbara Piteo, Student Govern­
ment Association president, has an­
nounced the following girls as chair­
men for the various affairs and com­
mittees for the coming school year:
Moving Up Day, Judith Jenkins 
'61, co-chairman Mary Jane Becker 
'61; Publicity, Jean Foley ’61; Sec­
retariat, Mary RuthLeberer '61, co- 
chairman Judith Naber '61; Student 
Affairs, Mary Rita Hofner '62;C ar­
nival Night, Barbara Hubbard '60, 
co-chairman Kathleen Carney '61; 
Brotherhood Week, Rosemary Lanza 
’60; Career Week, Kathleen M. Mc­
Carthy '60; Catholic Youth Week, 
Paula Kirchmyer '62; Orientation, 
Helen Habermehl ’63, co-chairman 
Ann Regan '63; Cultural Committee, 
Phyllis Romano '61; Hostess Comm­
ittee, Jeanne Senecal ’62; Election 
Committee, Mary Richardson '61, 
and Coffee Hour, Thelma Farley 
'60.
NFCCS Congress to 
Be at Nazareth
The annual NFCCS Regional Fall 
Congress will be held Nov. 7 and 
8 at Nazareth College in Rochester. 
Its theme will be the same as that 
used by the National Congress this 
summer: “The Catholic college stu­
dent in a pluralistic society, com­
mitment to the intellectual excel­
lence.”
Workshops and discussions based 
on the divisions of Student Affairs, 
International Affairs and Social Ac­
tion Affairs will be conducted. Soc­
ial Action Affairs’ Vice President 
James Coneen will be one of the 
guest speakers. All students are 
welcome.
What is NFCCS? What does it 
offer the Catholic College student? 
Which clubs at Rosary Hill are 
affiliated?
The need to answer these ques­
tions prompted an NFCCS publicity 
drive on campus, Oct. 18 - 25. Pos­
ters explained the contributions 
made by the Family Life, Interna­
tional Relations, Confraternity of 
Christian Doctrine and Aquinas Book 
Clubs. Other posters showed areas 
in which commissions do exist, al­
though not at Rosary Hill, and the 
programs, such as CURA, Pax Ro- 
mana and Travel, which NFCCS 
sponsors.
The general campus meeting u- 
nites all of these efforts. Slingers 
were distributed, giving students 
an explanation of the structure and 
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Sodality Plans Revitalization 
Program for Coming Year
The Sodality of Our Lady is mak­
ing progress in its “ revitalization" 
program for the coming year. With 
moderators Sister Isabelle and Sis­
ter de Sales, the Sodality intends to 
open another door of Spiritual direc­
tion on Rosary Hill’s campus.
At the first meeting the group 
was divided into two sections, one 
comprised of girls already conse­
crated to Our Lady and the other 
of those who are to become So- 
dalists. Father Fisher and Sister 
Isabelle spoke and future projects 
were discussed.
This month the Sodality is pro­
viding special devotion to Mary. 
F irst Friday Devotions is another 
project to be handled by the Sodal­
ity and Dec. 8 a solemn re-conse- 
cration of the Sodalists to Our Lady 
is planned.
Guild Holds Sale
Plans have been made by the 
Guild for a rummage sale to be held 
at St, Stephen’s Church Hall on Elk 
Street Saturday, Nov. 7, from 10 AM 
to 8 PM. Students are asked to con­
tribute clothing and other items in 
good condition but no longer of use 
to them. These items will be stored 
at Rosary Hill prior to the rummage 
sale.
A dessert bridge will be held at 
Rosary Hill on Friday, November 13, 
at 8 PM. All are invited. Those in­
terested in purchasing tickets, at 
$1.50 each, may contact Mrs. Harold 
F. Irr at Am. 4628.
Residents’ Parents 
Visit RHC Campus
The first Parents’ Day sponsored 
by the dormitory students took place 
October 10.
Given so that parents could meet 
their daughters “ at-home-away- 
from-home," many traveled over 
200 miles to attend.
Pat Bergdoll, '62, general chair 
man and emcee at the variety show 
presented by the residents, said: 
“Dorm life molds the students, who 
in turn create the tone of our col­
lege life, a tone that is indicative 
of the Franciscan philosophy, that 
is, Christian brotherhood, charity 
and joy."
The variety show was directed 
by Carol Caruso. Lena Mastrianni 
displayed her championship baton- 
twirling and Ann Marie Weiss, Sylvia 
Vivbito and others spoofed the Art 
Linkletter show.
Adele Haman, '61, received the 
parents at a tea held in Alverno 
Hall. Debbie Buchanan, ’62, helped 
serve refreshments, and Gaby Hor­
vath, ’63, planned the program for 
the day.
Pat, speaking for all the dorm 
students, said, “ We hope we have 
established a tradition that will bring 
happiness and understanding to our 




A kick-off dinner on October 21 
marked the opening of the Alumnae 
Association’s fund - raising cam­
paign, scheduled to continue until 
the close of the fiscal year in June. 
A goal of $3,000 has been set.
The speaker at the dinner held 
at the Park Lane, was Mr. John L. 
Galvin, vice-president of the Marine 
Trust Company. It was attended by 
approximately 38 alumnae, including 
the campaign chairman, class chair­
men and agents, and the steering 
committee.
A bulletin board committee will 
keep the Sodalists and the entire 
campus aware of the workings of 
the Sodality.
Officers include Mary Ruth Leb- 
erer ’61, prefect: Delphine Cielin- 
ski '62, vice-prefect; Danielle Du- 
Bois '62, Instructor of Candidates, 
and Elaine Szalkowski '62, secre­
tary-treasurer.
With these foundations, the So­
dality begins a new life at Rosary 
Hill, “To Jesus through Mary.’’.
The International Relations Club 
is devoted to stimulating student in­
terest in international affairs. This 
year lectures, panels, and debates 
are planned under the guidance of 
club president Judy Nabor '61. Some 
mission work will be done to pro­
vide for a scholarship to be awarded 
to a foreign student for study in 
America.
The Art Club, with Mary Ann 
Schwab ’61 as president, plans to 
conduct lectures on the develop­
ment of various phases of art. Mr. 
Kuo will speak on Chinese art at 
the December meeting. Byzantine 
art will also be discussed at a 
future date.
Kathleen Carney '61, president 
of the Confraternity of Christian 
Doctrine Club, announced that a 
number of girls will teach relig­
ious instructions under the released 
time program. This year club mem­
bers will continue work at Laboure 
Hall in Bryant St. They will aid in 
dramatics and the organization of 
a glee club, a weekly newspaper, 
and social events.
The Family Life Club plans lec­
tures and panels to discuss the 
problems of marriage. On Oct.25, 
Father Schwab discussed the prob­
lems of both husbands and wives in 
married life. Mary Burnham ’62, is 
club president. A mixer followed the 
discussion with Canisius, Bonaven- 
ture, Niagara, and St. John Fisher.
The Aquinas Book Club Will dis­
cuss the development of the theater 
in America. There will be panel 
discussions of the important play­
wrights, including Eugene O'Neill, 
Arthur Miller and Tennessee Wil­
liams. Mr Herman will talk to the 
club on the traces of Freud in mod­
ern plays. There is an evening 
meeting planned for Nov. 3 to dis­
cuss the “ Rubiayat", as it is the 
anniversary year of its publication.
Fencing Tops 
Club Agenda
The Sports Club is back in full 
swing again, headed by Sally Spann 
'61 and moderated by Sister Regina. 
There are over two hundred mem­
bers.
Activities started September 24th 
with a weiner roast directed by 
Joanne Werner '61 and Danielle 
Dubois ’62.
A new feature this year is fenc­
ing. The club will provide the equip­
ment and the instructor.
Bowling began Oct. 4 at the Am­
herst Recreation Hall. This group 
is limited to forty girls and is divi­
ded into eight teams of five girls 
each.
Plans are being made for anoth­
er ski weekend at Allegheny this 
year. Loretta Menza ’63 and Louise 
Villa ’ 63 are working on the arrange­
ments .
Art work for the Sports Club will 
be handled by Lillian White '61 and 
Bunny Dotterweich '63.
Officers include: Sally Spann'61, 
president: Sharon Lamson'61, vice- 
president; Barbara Brusso '61, r e ­
cording secretary; Danielle Dubois 
’62, corresponding secretary; Joyce 
Jankowski '61, treasurer; and Bonny 
Mayer '61, sergeant-at-arm s.
But all I  said, was, "Couldn’t someone 
please do something with the blinds?”
Rowdy dow and bumpety bump,
Here we are all back at the hump.
Up is up, and down is down.
It's Lottie Lenya and ol’ Lucy Brown.
Press Release from Lottie and Lucy: “ We aim to ------------ "
(Ed. Note: We are most fortunate to have on the Ascent staff Lottie and 
Lucy as feature columnists.)
ON THE LEVEL: (In revolt against the “ Ascent,” “ Summit", “Heights," 
and other vertigo-causing names.) Welcome back to 533 displaced persons 
who, after one month’s subjection to the new Duns Scotus regime, are hap­
less, hectic, and harried. You’re OUR kind of peoplel
And speaking of people ... our college has grown to such proportions 
that it’s impossible to mention many names; however, we would like to 
cite two dear friends of ours. Fabian F orte and Sir John Gielgud. Congrats I 
You made the column.
SIGHTS SEEN: Riot in Room 227. Father Fisher refused to admit
Jo Yargosz’s Jaguar to class. Claims students should walk ... 190 fresh­
men holding Modern Dance class on fourth floor. “ But Lottie, there is no 
fourth floor." - “ Well, Lucy, the 
least they could do is number the 
floors." Barb Hubbard and Casey
History, Music Departments 
List New Teachers, Courses
Two new courses being taught 
in the history department are His­
tory of the Middle East and New 
York State History. Two additional 
courses to be taught next semester 
are Russian History and History of 
the Far East.
A precedent was set Sept. 30 
when an informal gathering was 
held in the Marian Social Room in 
honor of the freshman history and 
social studies majors, to acquaint 
them with the upper classmen in 
their concentration.
Mr. Fred Ressel, a first violin­
ist with the Buffalo Philharmonic 
Orchestra and Mr. Warren Case, 
prominent Buffalo musician, have 
joined the music faculty.
Mr. Ressel is teaching a class 
in string technique. Mr. Case is 
teaching piano here in addition to 
teaching at the Community School.
The first open student recital 
is tentatively scheduled for the lat­
ter part of November or early De­
cember, taking place on a Wednes­
day evening in downstairs Daemen 
Hall, where the department is now 
located.
Carney seen bound for airport with 
luggage...Carnival Night raffle sud­
denly called off. Pinochle players 
jubilant. New “ Elbo Room" added. 
The Student Lounge, of course. Sen­
iors caught smuggling Field Day 
trophy..Spokesman McGarry claim­
ed the prize on grounds of biased 
judging. - “Lottie, don’t you think 
the Sophomores are carrying things 
a little too far with this 30-day vic­
tory celebration?"
NOTES AND NONSENSE: Wanted: 
533 portable elevators, silencers for 
the Venetian blinds, BIG profit for 
Carnival Night, and an automatic 
poster-making machine....An invo­
cation for the practice teachers is 
a Van Dyke airport cab for trans­
portation to and from their sponsor 
schools....R is for rooty; T is for 
tooty. Aren’t you glad you found 
out?
FIELD DAY
“ We won, we won” cried the 
class of '62, September 23. Field 
Day was over and the rally and 
baseball events had gone to them 
for a total of 21 points.
The juniors were second with 18 
points collected in the relay, balloon 
throwing and high jump contests.
The “Old Woman in the Shoe," 
played by Barbara Zimmerman 
helped the sophomores win the rally. 
In her capacity as sophomore class 
“ mother" she gave continuity to the 
poems about class and school.
Under the chairmanship of Pat­
ricia Dadante, '60, each skit began 
at the assigned time. Many of the 
faculty members acted as umpires 
and referees for the events.
Innovations this year included the 
Rev. Edward T. Fisher, resident 
chaplin, as sports announcer. With 
a portable loud speaker he announced 
the tennis matches and gave a play- 
by-play description of the champion 
baseball game between the seniors 
and sophomores.
The pistols wielded by the faculty 
were helpful in stopping appeals to 
the umpire, although filled with 
blanks.
Refreshments were served thru- 
out the afternoon.
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This proprietor also carries an 
excellent assortment of women’s 
sportswear.
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CITY and SUBURBAN 
DELIVERIES
HILL TOPICS
Judith Naber '61 and Maureen 
Connolly ’63 attended the IRC Con­
vention in New York City Oct. 22- 
25.
Other big-city aspirants include 
Gertrude Mamrod’60, Judith Walker 
’60, Michalene Olkowska '60, Karen 
Brady '61, Virginia Hellmig ’61 
and Rosemary Enright ’62 who will 
take part in the ACP Convention 
in New York Nov. 13-15.
A Modern Language Club is being 
formed on campus.
Now Lottie and Lucy will bid you 
farewell.
On top of old Smokey, they’re ring­
ing a bell.
This doesn't make sense but then 
neither do you.
He who laughs last is always we 
two.
Into this poem we’ve put something 
fine.
Now the first letter of each single 
line.
Gives you our message to read while 
you dine.
Mothers Hold Party
The annual “Down on the Farm " 
party of the Daemen Mothers' Club 
will be held on Monday, November 
16, at 1 PM. The party will feature 
a smorgasbord luncheon and the 
country store. This is the first fund 
raising project planned by the club 
and is open to college students.
The club's membership tea was 
held on October 4 in the Marian 
Library, Mothers of new students 
were invited to become members of 
the organization,
A Christmas party will be held 
at the December 9 meeting for the 




September 12 the Gonzaga Club 
sponsored a Beef Barbeque. The 
purpose of the function was to in­
troduce the new members of the 
Fathers' Club. The outing was held at 
the Athletic Field under the co- 
chaimanship of Mr. Paul Foley, Mr. 
William Carney and Mr. William 
Siepel. Future plans are being coor­
dinated for a Christmas party co­
sponsored with the Daemen Mothers' 
Club.
BARNEY MILLER, Inc.
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